ABSTRACT. The periodic cyclic homology of any proper dg category comes equipped with a canonical pairing. We show that in the case of the dg category of matrix factorizations of an isolated singularity the canonical pairing can be identified with Kyoji Saito's higher residue pairing on the twisted de Rham cohomology of the singularity.
conditions. The underlying manifolds in K. Saito's examples are miniversal unfolding spaces of function germs. If f is a germ of an analytic function at the origin 0 ∈ n such that 0 is its isolated critical point and f (0) = 0 then the tangent space (at the base-point) to the unfolding space of f can be identified with {x 1 , . . . , x n }/(∂ 1 f , . . . , ∂ n f ), the Milnor algebra of f . The latter is, in addition, a
Frobenius algebra with respect to the residue pairing
Following ideas outlined in [6, 9, 10] , we showed in [22] that the triple (H f , ▽ f , H (0) f ) can be reconstructed, up to a "Tate twist", from a differential /2-graded (dg) category ( f ) of matrix factorizations of f . The objects of this category, we recall, are super-vector bundles E = E ± on Spec R endowed with an odd endomorphism D satisfying
can be found in [1] .) The starting points in [22] were
• An explicit isomorphism I f , found in [19] , between the Hochschild homology HH n ( ( f )) and the space Ω n /d f ∧ Ω n−1 . The very same formula turns out to produce isomorphisms (1.5)
where HP * and HN * stand for the periodic and negative cyclic homology, respectively 3 .
• Existence of a canonical connection ▽ on the periodic cyclic homology HP * ( ) of any dg category . The definition of the connection was previously sketched in [6, 9, 10] .
The main result of [22] is the formula
(The extra term in the left-hand side is the aforementioned Tate twist.)
Our goal in the present work is to give a categorical interpretation of the higher residue pairing (and thereby fill in the question mark in the table at the end of [15] ). Namely, the periodic cyclic homology HP * ( ) of any proper dg category comes equipped with a canonical ((u))-sesquilinear pairing K . Here "proper" means Hom (X , Y ) ∈ fd for all X , Y ∈ where fd stands for the dg category of /2-graded complexes of vector spaces with finite-dimensional cohomology [10] . The pairing is defined as the composition (cf. [21] ) (1.6) Let us point out one corollary. Observe that the initial term "η := K mod u" of the canonical pairing is a well-defined pairing on the Hochschild homology HH * ( ). (This pairing was studied in detail in [21] ; to define it formally, replace HP * with HH * and ((u)) with in (1.6).) Then Theorem 1.1 and (1.4) imply (const below is the same as in the theorem) We believe that the constant const is essentially independent of f and can be computed by studying the case f = x Note that the analogous constant in [12] is slightly different, namely, it equals (−1)
probably, this discrepancy is due to the fact that the canonical pairing, considered in loc. cit., lives
There is an explicit canonical isomorphism HH * ( ( f )) → HH * ( ( f ) op ) (see (2.4)), and we believe it is this isomorphism that relates the two constants.
1.3.
On the proof of the main theorem. To begin with, an important technical aspect of the proof is the possibility to replace the category ( f ) with its more economical model. Namely, as shown in [1] , the dg category ( f ) is dg Morita equivalent to an explicit dg algebra A f which, when viewed as a dg category with a single object, embeds into ( f ). This embedding induces isomorphisms (1.7)
and these isomorphisms allow one to identify ▽ ( f ) with ▽ A f and K ( f ) with K A f . In other words, ( f ) and A f share all the homological invariants we are interested in. Therefore, in the main body of the present paper we will be working in the setting of dg algebras rather than dg categories. 
and its localization at u
The latter module carries the so-called (extended) Gauss-Manin connection ▽ f ,g induced by the operators
The higher residue pairing extends to a
in such a way that the induced pairing on H f ,g is ▽ f ,g -flat:
(1.9)
The uniqueness theorem says that, up to a constant, K f ,g is the only pairing satisfying this flatness condition.
Let us briefly outline the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
and that
.
These equalities, together with M. Saito's theorem and the fact that K A f ,g is non-zero (as we will explain, the latter follows from the homological smoothness of A f ), yield Theorem 1.1. 
Conventions
The aim of this section is to set up some formalism for dealing with (flat) pairings in the framework of abstract mixed complexes endowed with connections. 
Following [22] we will say that (C * , b, B) carries a u-connection if C * ((u)) is endowed with an (even) operator
(b + uB). This condition implies that ∇ ∂ u induces a connection on H * (C * ((u)), b + uB) (which we have agreed to denote by ▽).
is 0-homotopic. Remark 2.1. Note that by [22, Lemma 2.1] the commutator (2.1) is always a morphism of complexes which clarifies the definition. Also note that in our setting to be 0-homotopic is the same as to induce the trivial map on cohomology since we consider complexes over a field (namely, ((u))).
The category of mixed complexes with u-connections is monoidal:
the unit object being , 0, 0, ∂ u . (Here is viewed as a graded space whose even component is and the odd component is trivial.)
The last ingredient we need is the following involution on the category of mixed complexes with u-connections:
Now we are in a position to define pairings on mixed complexes with u-connections: By a pairing
where (X ) is the /2-graded space of complex C ∞ -forms on X , with the /2-grading given by the parity of the degree of differential forms. The mixed complex carries a u-connection given by
where
Recall the automorphism λ(u)
which we will also denote by ⋆ . Suppose the mixed complex is equipped with a u-connection and a pairing. Consider the ((u))-sesquilinear pairing
Obviously, it respects the differentials
and, hence, descends to H * (C * ((u)), b + uB). We will denote the induced pairing on the cohomology by K. It follows from the definitions that
Remark 2.3.
In the next sections, we will have to deal with mixed complexes over the algebra
Obviously, all the definitions in this section make sense in this setting, and we will be freely using the terminology introduced above.
The cyclic mixed complex of a dg algebra and the canonical u-connection. In this section
we recall the definition and some properties of the canonical connection ▽ A on the periodic cyclic homology HP * (A) of a dg algebra A. More details can be found in [22, 23] .
⊗l where A := A/ and Π is the parity reversing functor. (We will write
.) The operator b is the Hochschild differential. It is the sum of two anti-commuting differentials b(δ) and b(µ) where the former is the total differential on the tensor products of the complexes and the latter is a version of the usual Hochschild differential [11] which takes account of the non-trivial /2-grading. Specifically, if we set
The operator B is defined as the composition s · N where
The negative (resp. periodic) cyclic homology of A are the cohomology of the associated
Consider the endomorphisms γ, e(δ), and E(δ) of C * (A) whose restrictions to A ⊗ (Π A) ⊗l are defined by the formulas
Let us recall some of its basics properties established in [22, 23] .
Let A op denote the opposite dg algebra, i.e. the same complex (A, d) endowed with the opposite product a 1 ⊗ a 2 → (−1)
given by
The following claim is a consequence of Propositions 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5 in [22] .
Proposition 2.4. Φ induces a morphism from (C
Let A ′ be another dg algebra. Consider the map sh :
where sh{. . .}{. . .} stands for the sum over all the permutations that shuffle the a-terms with the a ′ -terms while preserving the order of the former and the latter (every transposition
to the sign in front of the new tensor). Furthermore,
where Sh{. 
The canonical pairing. From now on, A = (A, d) stands for a proper dg algebra, i.e. we assume that the cohomology HA = H * (A, d) is finite-dimensional. 5 The aim of this section is to describe a
) that gives rise to the canonical pairing K A on HP * (A) defined in (1.6).
As complexes, A and HA are homotopy equivalent. In what follows, we use some explicit deformation retract data
which we may and will assume to satisfy the so-called side conditions:
Let End A be the dg algebra of endomorphism of A (viewed as a complex) and consider the following sequence of linear maps:
Here Φ and sh are as in (2.4) and (2.5), C * (ρ) is the morphism of complexes induced by the homomorphism of dg algebras
and Υ is the Feigin-Losev-Shoikhet super-trace defined by the formula (cf. [2] )
where N is the same as in (2.2), 
That Υ is a morphism of the associated ((u))-linear complexes (i.e. Υ·(b+uB) = 0) was established in [2] . What we need to prove is that the operator
induces the trivial functional on HP * (End A).
In fact, HP * (End A) is very simple: by the dg Morita invariance of the cyclic homology [7, 8] it is isomorphic to HP * ( ) (that is, it sits in degree 0 and is one-dimensional). Moreover, we can write out an explicit generator:
Lemma 2.7. Let π 0 ∈ End HA be any even rank 1 projector and set π :
is a (b + uB)-cocycle and its class in HP 0 (End A) is non-trivial.
Proof of the Lemma. The element (2.12) is nothing but the non-commutative Chern character of the idempotent π; cf. [11] . Alternatively, one can prove that it is a cocycle directly and then apply Υ to show that it is non-trivial.
To finish the proof of Proposition 2.6, it remains to notice that the generator (2.12) is annihilated by the functional (2.11).
Remark 2.8. Notice that the isomorphism HP * (End A) ≃ ((u)) induced by Υ is independent of the deformation retract data. Indeed, for any choice of (2.7) Υ sends the element (2.12) to ±1
where the sign depends on the parity of the image of π. As a consequence, the resulting sesquilinear pairing HP * (A) × HP * (A) → ((u)) is also independent of the deformation retract data. It is easy to see this latter pairing is nothing but K A .
Recall [10] that a dg algebra A is called homologically smooth if it is a perfect bimodule over itself.
It has been conjectured in [10] that any such dg algebra possesses the following property known as the non-commutative Hodge-to-de Rham degeneration condition: The negative cyclic homology 
On the other hand, K A is neither hermitian nor skew-hermitian in general. This can be easily seen in the example of the path algebra of any non-trivial finite quiver without oriented cycles. An immediate idea is to fix this by replacing K A with its (skew-)hermitization (the resulting pairing is still flat). Note, however, that the new pairing may not be non-degenerate even if the original one was.
We believe that K A is automatically (skew-)hermitian when A is a Calabi-Yau dg algebra [10] . 
Let us introduce notation for the cohomology groups associated with the above mixed complex:
Associated with an even element c ∈ A are two more (this time even) operators on C * (A) whose restrictions to A ⊗ (Π A) ⊗l are defined by the formulas (cf. (2.3))
Proposition 3.3. Given a collection c = {c j } as above
∇ A,c ∂ u := ∇ A ∂ u + z 1 e(c 1 ) + . . . + z k e(c k ) u 2 + z 1 E(c 1 ) + . . . + z k E(c k ) u
is a u-connection on (3.1).
Proof. We need to show that
This equality follows from 
Extended Gauss-Manin-Getzler connection. Let
given by Proof.
[∇ ] is 0-homotopic. It is easy to see that
A,c
Thus, in view of the previous discussion, it remains to prove that [e(δ) + uE(δ), e(c) + uE(c)] is 0-homotopic for any central closed even element c ∈ A. The only non-trivial part of the claim is that
[e(δ), E(c)] + [E(δ), e(c)] is 0-homotopic. One shows that [e(δ), E(c)] + [E(δ), e(c)]
where H(c) is an odd operator on C * (A) whose restriction to A ⊗ (Π A) ⊗l is given by
Again, it follows from (3.2) and (3. 
Let us recall now an explicit formula for the isomorphism(s) (1.5) from [19] . More precisely, we will present a formula for a quasi-isomorphism
which induces I f (under the identifications (1.7)).
The map (4.1) is defined as the ( ((u))-linear extension of the) composition
• ǫ is the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map:
The main result of [22] says that f defines a morphism of mixed complexes with u-connections
is the operator (1.3) and γ| (
is a u-connection on (4.2).
As explained in the Introduction, the proof of Theorem 1.1 consists in matching all the data
with the similar data associated with A f
More precisely, we will show that f , extended by [[z 1 , . . . , z k ]]-linearity, transforms the latter into the former.
Lemma 4.1. The morphism f is a morphism between the above mixed complexes; the induced maps
are isomorphisms.
Proof. Since we already know that f transforms b into −d f and B into d, we only need to show
All of these equalities are quite straightforward. Let us, for example, prove the third one:
That the extended I f is still an isomorphism may be shown by induction using, for instance, [4,
Lemma 4.2. The operators
Proof. It follows from calculations in [22] that
This equality is a consequence of (4.4), together with the following two formulas:
. Let us sketch the proof of these formulas.
One can show that
These formulas, along with (4.3), yield
which proves (4.5).
Therefore, in view of (4.7), equality (4.6) would follow from
The proof of the latter equality is identical to the proof of [22, Proposition 4.5] .
Note that (4.6) also implies that ∇
is 0-homotopic.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, observe that by Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 4.2 the pairing
) on H f ,g satisfies the flatness condition (1.9). Note also that this pairing is non-trivial. Indeed, A f is homologically smooth (see [1] ) and therefore, by Proposition 2.9, the pairing K A f is non-degenerate which implies K A f ,g = 0. Using the uniqueness theorem of M. Saito (see the Introduction) we conclude that
for some constant const. The assertion of Theorem 1.1 follows now by 'setting' all the z i to 0. APPENDIX A.
We will start by proving the following extension of Proposition 2.4:
Lemma A.
Φ induces a morphism (of mixed complexes with u-connections) from
C * (A)[[z 1 , . . . , z k ]], b + z j b(c j ), B, ∇ A,c ∂ u ∨ to (A.1) C * (A op )[[z 1 , . . . , z k ]], b − z j b(c j ), B, ∇ A op ∂ u − z j e(c j ) u 2 − z j E(c j ) u where E(c) := E(c) + B b(c).
Proof. Let us first recall the idea of the proof of Proposition 2.4. Consider the endomorphisms e(δ)
and E(δ) of C * (A) whose restrictions to A ⊗ (Π A)
⊗l are defined by the formulas
One shows that
To prove Lemma A.1, note that for a central c
and therefore
u .
Thus, the difference between ∇
A,c ∂ u
and the above u-connection is still (e(δ)− e(δ))+u(E(δ)− E(δ)).
One can check that this expression is equal to 
Proof. Since Υ · C * (ρ) · sh is compatible with both b and B, (A.4) is a consequence of (A.5) and the second equality in (3.2) (note that (3.
2) remains valid if E(c) is replaced with E(c)).
The first equality in (A.5) is quite straightforward (it holds true without Υ in the left-hand side); let us sketch the proof of the second one.
Recall that Υ = str HA · F · N . We will show that
Let us fix two tensors
To simplify the exposition, we will assume that all the a j and a ′ j are odd elements. (This assumption makes keeping track of signs quite easy.) We have .6) and
where L j := L a j and R j := R a Obviously, in (A.6) such terms are
Furthermore, observe that, in general,
provided all the x j are odd. Hence,
Thus, the part of (A.7) comprised of the terms with R 0 on the first position is
Applying (A.9) and (A.10) we obtain
To complete the proof of Proposition 3.6, it remains to prove 
